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Cyber-Security introduction & principles
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- Risk management
- Network security
- Data protection
- Business continuity
- Compliance
- Application security
But also…

Security is a layered approach

“The enemy knows the system ”
“A cryptosystem should be secure even if
everything about the system, except the key, is
public knowledge ”.

Kerckhoff’s principles

Security through obscurity is not safe

100% security
is impossible

Integrity

CIA triad
Every attack comes down to a 

loss of one or more

Hardware

Application

System

Local network

Global network

Ex. of layered approach: Carcassonne barbacane

- Security comes with a cost
- Cat and mouse game
- Attackers need to win once,

defenders always need to win…

Cyber-security has many facets

Confidentiality

Availability

- Human factors
- Payment security
- Anti-malware
- Forensics
- Encryption
- Access identification
- Etc.
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Market outlook and key figures
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>+1,000
newly connected 

commercial a/c per year

GDPR 72-hours breach 
reporting requirement (article 33)

Miami airport 
20,000 attack/day

(probably port scan)

$1M 
avg. cost of a data 

breach

~200 days
avg. # of days to identify 

and contain a data breach

Source  SailPoint

Source  Data Breach Investigations Report

Source  RazorSecure

Source  Euroconsult

% of airline IT budget 
dedicated to cybersec

7% 9%

20182017
Source  SITA$2.7bn

estimated spent on 
cybersec by airlines in 

2018

58%
increase of airlines 

cybersec spending in 
2018

Source  SITA, CyberInflight

$30,6bn
spent on IT in 2018

Difficult to quantify the cybersec market…
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Cyber-threat actors
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State sponsored 
attacker

Professional 
criminal

Private 
organization InsiderHacktivistResearchers

Script 
kiddies

Sophistication

Espionage, 
defensive and 
offensive actions, 
system takeover

Disruption, 
creation of 
panic situation, 
ideological 
attack

Theft of 
information, 
technology 
espionage, 
unfair 
competition

Theft of 
information, 
manipulation 
for personal 
interest

Takeover, 
defacement, 
community 
spirit, technical 
challenge

Technical 
demonstration, 
bug bounty, 
vulnerability 
research

Disruption, 
personal 
interest

Types of attacks

- Social engineering
- DOS, DDOS
- Malware, ransomware
- MITM

- Phishing
- SQL injection
- APT
- Defacing

Etc.

Impact of cyber-attack

- Disruption of service, 
operations

- Loss of revenue
- Theft of technology

- Impact on the brand image
- Loss of credibility
- Fines (GDPR article 83)
- Cost of recovery and protection
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current infection level

The value chain – the weakest link ?
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Space 
segment

Ground 
segment

Airport Providers, 
contractors

Airborne segment (ATC, op.)

IS
P,
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N
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en
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?

?

Cockpit 
network

Crew 
network

PAX 
network

? ? ?

PED
WAP
Satcom
4G

WAP
Op. comm.

WAP
Rogue AP
Eavesdropping

Displayed infection level is linked to the
number of attack publicly released.
Question marks remain where no information
is publicly available.
Company’s security policy will have a big
impact on potential flaws (ex. of psswd
strength).
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Major cyber-incident timeline
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Apr. 2015

2x. 2017 Oct. 2018
Jan. 2019

IFE hacking by 
Chris Roberts

Claim to have
hacked into the IFE
system and access
to plane controls

Employees’ accounts 
have been hacked

Personal information such
as login/password and
professional contacts have
been stolen.
This attack could be related
to corporate espionage of
technical and certification
documents. Difficult to
attribute the source of the
attack.

Personal 
information 

accessed
Attacker accessed
personal information
of 9.4M customers.
Information
disclosure, 7 months
after the violation,
impacted company's
shares by 3.8%.
Personal information
exposed. Leak of
860,000 passports,
245,000 IDs…

Sept. 

Website attacked

Revealed on sept.
2018. Attack on the
website and the
application. Hack
lasted more than 2
weeks compromising
credit-card data of
380,000 customers
Share went down 2%.
BA advised its
customers to contact
their banks

Apr. 

Compromised 
contractor

Cyber attack on a
payment contractor
exposed the
payment information
of under hundred
thousand customers.

Jan. 

Website DOS and 
credential stuffing

On the company’s
reward platform.
Attack coming from
countries where they
don’t operate such as
India, Russia and
Pakistan. Blocking the
traffic moved the
attack to Mexico,
Canada, US where
traffic cannot be
blocked.

Spam attack

Arrival and departure
notification section of
the website were not
functioning. Flight
delays were identified.
2 attacks in 2017.

Accelerating trend of attack since 2018
GDPR obliged companies to publicly reveal any type of intrusion

Kiev 
airport
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Hacking IFC within the cabin
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Eavesdropping: WIFI is generally an OPEN network with no
WPA/WPA2 encryption. Passenger’s communication is only
protected by HTTPS.

DNS traffic: Some DNS traffic is not
HTTPS encrypted. Eavesdroppers can
observe passenger’s DNS queries and
determine consulted websites.

Apps: Difficult to determine which
apps uses SSL/TLS. Apps exchanging
data over can be are unsecure (dev.
before Apr. 2018).

Crew network: Crew exchange messages over WPA/WPA2. WPA can be
cracked outline. Possibility to listen to crew communications is directly
linked to password strength (require strong password policy).

MITM (Man In The Middle):
An attacker can set up a
rogue access point so the
traffic of a passenger goes
through him.

General information:
Statistics can be build based
on volume of data, by A/C or
by PAX.

Alternative attacks: (ex.
Turkish airline, Dec. 2017):
creation of an access point
called “Bomb on board”
triggered diversion.

low to medium

high

Impact

Source CyberInflight technical research team
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22 

HTTP versus HTTPS
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Source whynothttps.com, updated Nov. 2nd 2018, Alexa ranking

Out of the 560 largest websites in the world…

…100 are not secured

Top 5 popular 
websites in the world

Source Alexa ranking

32 12 

Top 5 most popular 
website loaded insecurely

Top 5 most popular 
French website loaded 

insecurely
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Hacking IFC from outside: APT* example
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(*Advanced Persistent Threat)

Traffic capture
Eavesdropping, network observation:
routable IPs, ongoing port-scan from
outside, addressable modem

An APT demonstrated during BlackHat
(Aug. 2018) by Ruben Santamarta
(IOActive). Attack built up and run on
November 2017 on a Norwegian flight.
The issue has been discovered on other
airline equipped with the same IFC
system. Only public information has
been used to perform this hack.

Consequences of such a complex attack:
- Eavesdrop and tamper with crew

and passenger’s communications
- Impede satcom communications
- Turn GEE’s equipment into a

malicious intentional radiator,
control transmission power and
antenna pointing mechanism

- Such attack could be applied to
maritime and military satcom…

Network mapping
Passive reconnaissance, mapping of 
Hughes/GEE infrastructure

1. System discovery

Information gathering
Lots of public information: public
infographic of architecture, youtube
videos of hardware installation,
manufacturer and equipment
names. Use of protocols, interfaces,
frequencies etc..

System “backdoors”
Hughes system was including
backdoors or exploitable design
patterns.

2. System penetration

Documentation
Most technical documentation is
available online.
Reverse engineering
Firmware updater can be de-
compiled. Clear login/psswrd in it…

Getting further access
FTP server, firmware update, web
interface. Open port
identification. Router already
compromised by a botnet!
Elaborating malicious attacks
Dealing with interferences
Disrupting the service
Eavesdropping op. or PAX
information
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Conclusion
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Example of international actors
The dawn of space cybersecurity

Growing cases of
satellite espionage:
recent interception of
satellite communications

Weaponization of space
offering defensive and
offensive capabilities

Growing sovereignty concern

Team work
Everybody is concerned 

from the PAX to the 
aircraft manufacturer

Expanding threat
Exponential growth of 
the number attacks in 

the last 2 years from low 
to high degree of 

sophistication 

Expanding cyber-
awareness

The number of cyber-
security actors, products 

and solutions is also 
increasing rapidly

Airlines are now 
technology companies 

that fly planes
Steep increase of the 
amount of data, the 

complexity of the system 
and the level of investment
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The CyberInflight company
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A unique experience combining strategic
and market intelligence with technical
expertise, both required in the demanding
field of cybersecurity: the only one of its kind.

A state-of-the-art knowledge and
constant technology monitoring
strengthened through partnerships
with top engineering and business
schools.

A worldwide network and points of
contact from top-level executives to
technical leaders at the different level of
the aerospace cybersecurity value chain.

Invited as speaker to many aerospace
conferences and events around the world in the
domain of inflight connectivity and cybersecurity.

CyberInflight
Aerospace Cyber-Security Intelligence

florent.rizzo@cyberinflight.com

An independent market intelligence
company with a impartial and
unbiased assessment of the market.


